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ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY SU RVEYI NG

Before any ore prospecting, gravel or waler abstrac-
lion commences it is essential to know certain details
about the substance being studied. These details might
include the location, size, shape and depth of the
formation and its neighbouring formations. Electrical
resistivity surveying is one method used for determin-
ing such information.

Scientists from the Christchurch Science Centre
have been using electrical resistivity SUrveys to
determine the penetration of saltwater into an aquifer
(layer of soil or rock which water flows into) in the
Waimea Basin, Nelson.

Current Flow Within The Earth
Resistivity is the resistance of a materlallo conduct-

ing electricity. Ground resistivity is highly variable and
is influenced by both water quality (in particular salinity)

and rock type. Where ground has been tmpregnated
with saltwater, its resistivily will be reduced
considerably, compared to similar ground unpolluted
by saltwater.

Resistivities of rock layers also vary considerably.
Correlations do exisl between lithology and resistivity
and conclusions can be reached as to what sort of rock
is located below the surface on the basis of a survey.
Table 1 illustrates the variations in resistivity of some
substances. The units of resistivity are ohm metres
(o m).

Table 1: ResistivitY Values
Substance ResistivitY(o m)

Saltwater 0.2

Typical lnland Water ..... 100

Dlstilled water 5ooo
Dry Gravels uP to 20000

Saturated (f reshwater) gravels up to 1000

Figure 1: The Schlumberger array tor resist¡vl¿y surveying.
Current (l) Ílows through electrodes AB and voltage ( AV)
actoss potent¡al electrodes MN is measured. The lines of
current f low are also shown.
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Survey Method

The resistivity method involves passing an electric
current Into the ground through two electrodes
(electrical conductors). Belween these, a voltage
resulting from the current is detected afler its passage
through the earth by receiving or potential electrodes.
The voltage between these two sets of electrodes (the
"potential difference") gives a measurement of the
ground resistivity.

The particular method used fpr this study, is known
as the Schlumberger array. Figure 1 illus.trates the
arrangement of current and voltage probes. Polenlial
electrodes are kept fixed at MN, while the current
electrodes AB, are moved symmetrically outwards.
Current flows into the ground through elecÌrodes AB,
and the voltage across MN is measured.

Studies indicate that depth of current penetration is
proportional to one-sixth the distance between current
electrodes. Therefore, as the electrode spacing
increases the current flows through more material,
both horizontally and vertically.

Any subsurface variations in conductivity alter the
flow of electric current within the earth, which in turn
affects the measurements. The current flowing through
the earth (assuming uniform resistivity) is shown in
Figure 1. Where different sub-surface conditions exist,
however, these current lines may behave as shown in
Figure 2. For situations like this, interpretation is greatly
affected, so a new reading is taken when the elec-
trodes are placed at right angles lo the present layout.

Waimea Survey

The Waimea survey covered the farmlands of the
norlhern Waimea Plains, the Waimea River Outlet,
Rough and Bests lslands and the tidal mudf lats
between them (see Figure 3). By using the resistivity
technique, lhe scientists tried to determine the exlent
of saltwater in the unconf ined aquifer. They also tried to

define the existing groundwater system and determine
whether there was any threat to water wells in the area.

Figure 4 depicts the resistivities obtained from the
survey, in zones of similar resistivities. The larqe area
with resistivities between 10 and 100 O m reflec.ts a
conductive surface layer with freshwater undernealh.
ln the case of Rough lsland the conductive surface
layer overlies saline water at depth. The area with
resistivities below .10 0 m indicates saline water at
depth, Further interpretation of the map indieates a
surface rock layer overlying sediments saturated with
saline water. The resistivily of the saline layer
decreases towards the estuary indicating increasing
salinity of the salurating water.

The survey therefore indicates that a small region of
saltwater has intruded into the acquifer near the mouth
of the Waimea River. At present, this water poses no
ìmmediate danger to water wells within the area.
However, subsequent monitoring of the saltwater
intrusion may indicate significant penetration into the
aquifer. lf this occuis, pumping rates from nearby
water wells may have lo be slowed down.

Widespread Appl ications

Electrical resìstivity can be applied ìn a number of
different fields. lt has been used to detect fault lines, to
aid gravel and mineral prospecting and to survey and
map underground water supplies. The rapidity and
accuracy of this technique make it particularly useful
for determining depth and purity of a body of water,
thus elirninating any possibility of drilling into tainted
watelsupplies.

The major benefits of resistivity surveying are its
ease of application, ils accuracy and the fact lhat
measuremenls of subsurface eonditions can be made
withoul drilling. Surveying is readily carried out over
rough and inaccessible ground, and interpretation is
simple and rapid.

Figure 2: The high resist¡v¡ty rock layer dellects the t¡nes of
current llow, thus increasing the res¡st¡vity.
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Figure 3: Locatian of the WaÌmea Bas¡n ¡nc[uding the survey
area.

Figure 4: Zones of s¡m¡tar resisfivlfies determ¡ned by the
suNey, The da:rkest regian (less than 104" m) indicates a smatt
region of saltwater ¡ntusion into the unconlined acquifer at the
mauth oÍ the Waimea River.
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